
Salazar Ají
Huila, Colombia Peach //  Pr ick ly  Pear  //  Jasmine

On Jose's farm Finca La Guaca this led to the fascinating discovery of an entirely new varietal unique to Colombia 
- the Bourbon Ají. While walking his farm, Jose chewed a coffee cherry that tasted wildly different than the rest. The 
coffee was separated and sent out to a lab for genetic testing – no footprint from the common arabica cultivars was 
found leading to the conclusion that this is a new “Exotic” varietal related to a wild Ethiopian strain mutated on 
Jose’s farm.

Jose Hernan arrived in Huila around twenty years ago and this was when he first started producing coffee. When he 
purchased the farm he now calls home there were very few coffee trees planted. Over time he has built up his planta-
tion to what it is today. The previous owner helped Jose with the process, guiding him best practices for producing 
coffee and farm management. Jose works together with his wife Marina Elina Ansasoy and one farm hand to carry 
out the process. Marina focuses mainly on the washing and drying of the coffee and Jose focuses on the farming 
and fermentation. Yuka, beans, corn, plantain, and tomatoes also are produced on Finca La Guaca.

The area surrounding Finca La Guaca is famous for pre-Colombian artifacts created by the indigenous inhabitants 
of a time long past. Among these artifacts are Guacas - clay humanoid sculptures which can be seen in local muse-
ums, hence the name of Jose’s farm Finca La Guaca. 

Coffee people are an impatient lot. It is an informal yet 
common practice for roasters to chew coffee beans after a 
batch is roasted. This gives a kind of intro on how the batch 
turned out. This practice is no different on coffee farms but 
instead of roasted beans coffee producers will chew the 
actual ripe cherry off the shrub. 
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